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THE BACKGROUND OF THE PROBIEM
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The educational_ importance of speech problems.
There are a number of justif1cations for the existence
of speech therapy 1n the public schools, and some of them
have often been expressed in terms of the educational
handicap presented by the children with speech defects.
Spell1ng, reading, writing, and speaking often seem to
be directly affected by a speech defect.

Non-verbal

subjects (geography, mathematics, etc.,) can also be
affected because they frequently require written reports
and oral recitations.

In school, the children with speech

defects are said to exhibit an overall retardation.
Van Riper (43, p. 12), stated that the speech defective
child on the average, was retarded one year educationally,
w1~h extra expense for the school and frustration for the
child.

This gives an indication that speech defects are

not a self-contained problem, but can have serious
effects on other aspects of education.
Speech problems and particular -areas of education.
That speech defects have more than a generalized effect
on education was demonstrated by Nelson (JO. p. 217),
who tested the intellige.nce of children with functional
articulatory defects, using tests that did not have verbal
factors • .She found that the speech defective children

2

did niot.. di:t:ter s1gnif'icantl17 frEO: 'the normal popul.&ition;
but: when tests containing: verbal :taotora wer• used, there
was

ai.

significant, difference between intelligence

tients ot th.- two greUJ)s.

quo-

-CarrErll (7, P• J,7) teste·d

children with functional detect·s of articulation, f'1nd1ng
t:haA they werei mterior- to norma-1 speaking children 1D

sound discr1m1nation, tine motor coordination, and school
achievment..

In another study (6, P• , 283"),. he compared

speech defe-ctive-s in generail with children having· nom~l
speeeh.

H1s results showed that the· speech defective•

were lower 1n 1ntel.11genoe: and school achievment. t.ban th&
normal speaking children, while nio significant: physicau.
d1f'f'erences werff' :round.

-Interest1ngl.J7 enough, the ape.e ch

defective· child's 1.nt.elligenee. was h~her than his school
a-.eb.iev.ment would lead us t:o expect.

'fha1t t.he: ehild with

apeech problems tends t :o have: a--ddit:1one;l e.ducat1on~l
problems was pointed out:, by Brown. (3,, P• 198), 1D hilll
statement concerning delayed speech cases,
. sa-id;

m whic·h

he

" ••• compared with the-- child who bas learned to

speak correctl17, most baby talkers ~ve-, d1tticult:y 1n
learning· t:o read and write ••• this difficulty is dua, 1n
part at least, to their association

or.

mcorrecit speech

sounds with letters and words•"

It bas been noted that aduca t ional. a·oh1evment-. and
1nte-l.ligenca: seem to have a t significant: relat·1on to th&.l

spe-ech ability of a child.

1'hie present . study deai11ng

with the effect of articulation on spe-111ng achievment.
0

can be· viewed as havmg: more: thanJ minor importance s .1 nce
most speech detects are· articulat::oey- 1n nature,.
Hbuse Conference-- ot 193'1 {eG, p. 201) e:st1ma.ted

-.

Tb.a White

thatt,

1n

t.ha: publ1a sc.hools., o,zer 70% ot a1.l spe-.ech defects were
detecta or pronunciation.

Jr:t. should be: interesting,

therefore-. t ·o examine the: specitia e:f'fect of this factor
on a:i. typical language skill.

Referring to apell11'1:g; and

articulation, IDuttit (27, P• 284) . stated tbatt 1nteili•
gence, visua1. defects, ey& movements:;. m·emory span, and
a.r ticulation all affect spelling.
said;

About:. the- latter, ha

"The- child with. an articulato~yr difficulty will

pronounce· words 1ncorrectl1·•

Thia is ana'logoua to 'the

case:: of t'he-- child who haa learned an incorrect pronunc1•
a:t1on, and the. results 1D spelling may be the: same:" (p. 248)
Ha also summarized thirty.,..two studio on the- reJ.atlon be•

tween intelllgenoe and apell1.ng, t1nd1ng

SD

average

corrErlat.1on or about, .,50. fl,. 283) ·

Ltpguag·a sk1lli ~ art1c·u lat1on ab111t;y:.

The: 1.m•

portance: o-r art1c·ulation ability 1n the- general language
skill&

was noted by Buckingham (5, p. 116), who stated
~

tthat many pupils who seem deficient. 1n reading· ability
are: actually· deficient..

m

language: abil1t.y.

Daw (lo, P• 90)

also found that retarded language' development, could be.· a

4

cause of reading diff1cult1es, poor enunciation
standing high on his list of vital factors.

One of the

moat extensive researches on the relationship of speech
defects to other language abilities was done by. Monroe
on 5,000 pr~blem children and oontrols (29,. p. 493).
She found that children with reading defects had many
more speech defects, anci that defective speech should
be considered a factor in reading -disability.
~effects£! speech therapy.

A further

section of evidence concerning speech and education was
found 1n a few studies which concern themselves with
the results of· speech therapy.

These researches have

tended to show an improvement 1n I.
achievment.

Q·.

and in school

Such studies are illustrated by Backus'

report i n ~ Nervous Child., (2,. p. 267), 1n which
she stated;

11

We ha~e seen, for . 8X8.ijlple, psychol'o gists

whose reports (on speech det'ectiv,es) had listed I. Q. 's
1n the sixties with the recommendation
or tnstitut1onal,
t

1zation for feeblem1ndednees, testing now up to average
J

1n school achievment - doing well 1n school."

The

t

therapy received by these children had been 1n the
area of speech correction.

Kay · (22, p. 66) found that

a class showed demonstrable improvement 1n spelling
following a program simply devo~ed to teaching correct
pronunciation.

In I.os Anseil&s, 44 speech cases were

5

tested before and after speech correction by Stinchfield
and Young

{f1, P• 27),

the results showing not only

a great improvement· 1n personality and general adjustment, but an increase in aomprehens1on and understanding
as 1nd1cated by higher I. Q. 's.

In general, it was ·

found that speech correction helps school achievmentt.
by improving the speech ability, discrimination ability,
and decreasing the emotional 1nh1bitions •
.Articulation

yg spelling.

If speech ability

. is related to reading, and if speech correction can
improve 1-.
achievment

Q.

scores and promote adequate school

- then it would seem plausible that spelling,

also a language skill, is related to good or bad speech.
In 1950, Pass {3~) tested 296 high school freshmen
· -with articulatory defects on the r~lation between
· articulation and spe l ling • . Her correlation was .62,
leading to tbe conclusion that th~re was a high correlation between the two.

However, it must be noted

that difficult sp~llin.g words were · used.

Nearly twenty

years earlier, Schonell (3J, p. 138) reported on the
~pelling disabiliti~s of 105 children with defective
articulation.

She found that the speech defect ~tself

affected spell-1ng, and in every ca~e there was an accompanying emotional inhibition and los·s _of confidence
which affected ability in reading, spelling, and writing.

•

6

Sk inner, in his Educational Psychology., (3~, p.28o)
advised that, ·when diagnosing spelling diff1cult·ies,
"••• the child's pronunciation of words, omissions of
letters·•• incorrect phonetic ·efforts •• : should be
observed."

Schonell (JS, P* 137) further supported

this vtew by saying that speech detects were a definite
cause of backwardness in spelling and reading, because
they set up ·inaccurate articulatory uni'ta of learning
and recall.

She suggested that: speech defects can

cause spelling handicaps, say1ng/"Young children
· actual_ly say the words aloud when ~hey wr~ te so there
1s a greater likelihood of pronunciation errors becoming
spelling errors•." (35, :p.. 137) .
.

~

In the study by Kay (22, p.66), the author

conclu~ed that there was a,

11

.

def1nite relationship

between articulation and spelling."

Dawson, (ll, P• 226),

noting . that there was a great deal · of disagreement-.
about th_e d§gree to which spe~ch affects spelling,
declared that correct pronunciation and careful enunciation were among the contributions to. spelling skill.
A. more definite statement, came from FUrness (13, PP• 159.

.

.

161) who listed auditory speech defects, emotional
maladjustments from speech d.efects ; faulty pronun_c iat1on,
and speech inadequacy as some of the contributors to
spelling difficulties.

1
Att1rmat:1va,_!m! negatiyt:r- aspectai 9.:t spee1f'1c

art1culat_1op error, .M9: spE1C1f'ic spell1ngr. errorl.

Studies

relat1ng; spee1f1call;wto the subject of this study wer&i
not:, too numerous.=-.

However, Schonell ( 35", p,13, ) pre-sen~
.
ted somei- 1ntormation on th1s arem when: sha said; ",• . :~ i:t

a . child COlllstant'l17 pronounced 1nacc:urately ,. he~ nott 1.nf'r~
quentJ.;J" apelled 1.maccurate.1y, andl. ·th~ nature

ot h1a;

wr1-t;.

ten errors b:or.e2- remarkable: s1m:1la.ritr, t:o the:, nature: et'
his spoken
-· words'."

A spe-e itic: 1nst&!lc«
was, tound in. a
·-,
·:,

study by Travis- ~ell. Rasmus-~ (4b ,_p. 22.r ) m which 3·s:,. no~
.

.

mals· and:1- 165 cases of t1.mc:t1onal artie:Ull.ation were: ccmt•
pare~.

)

An analysis· of errors of the:: cases with the: nost.

.

.

severa detecb? showed

E.

h1gb pere:entage, ot the sounda-

a 1issed were, those with which the case:s were-, having; epae.c h
dift'1~ulty.

It should. be noted that , their, :r1nd1ngll! o-r

th1a:. 1n the. severe·: eases, but. not-, th~:~ m-1 lder ones,. agreed
with Daweon~e study,. pneviously- cited;.
.

-

Qm

a · si.1ghtly

negative note: was ICopeI,~'e artic.1e ( 2.~ , f· 9~ ) ; e-0D1cludlng

.

that. alth.oug}1 a;J. speech detect:. m1gh;t,

c:ontribute 1:to ;reading

or spelling: dif:ttculties, it:, would n~t:, predicate: such
disability-.

ai.

A tu;rther negat1ve::Dot, ~was offered by,,

S:pach&: (.JBJ p. 137 ) • who sa1d that poor, epaller83 make fewer
~

plwnet1e, err.ore tb.aa1 do average: or good. speller&'..

In one

sense, t ~ present~ study eougnt:. to d~termm&; whet.her or

n,o"tt the: cases with detective articulation did make_, s1gni1f icant:. mdsspell1ngs.
.•

8

$•PP[:1rr;r.

'

The pr.e v1ous paragraphs have:: attempted

to show that speeoh and articulat1olill detects have: been
considered as tending: to be:, accompa.n1ed by lowered 1.Dta.l~
l1gen•e, educational retardation, and.. backwardness 1n
Th&1 effects ot speech correction

langua.ga.,arts areas.

were: br1eflJT e'1te4 to show that t:hesfl) problems ca.mi b&;
improved by af'torts to eorrec~. the~speeeh defect~

An 1n•

creased c-ompreheaaion andl understandhlg:. higher I .•Q,.
scores·, decreased emot.1onal 1nh1b,1 t1on and. maladjustment.,
better school achlevmen1t and. improve~ language; ability·
wer83' improvements noted after speech .therapi•

F1nally•

the:- particular languag&J $kill ot· spell1.ng, was explo.r ed 1Jl

or

th&: 11ght:.

researeh ruat~_artiaulat1on defects to

spelling: ability.

.

The:,

.

4tter S:tudie.s tended. to show that

such a relationship did exist.

It would. seem sate: to

conclude: that th&; 11tarature supports thee&: tentativEJ?
1. Spelling and art1c.ulatio111 aean t1?> b&? def1•

beliefs:

nitel;w related.

2. 'llme:,. degree of re:lationsh1p, and: the

severity ot: disorder necessary to create::, ltt ca.nnott, ba:
stated.

This lett ua:with a p~ticuiar question ~o be

answered&

Hblr specific is •the relationship between

art1eulat1o~ and· spe111ng:
d'isabilit1es?
'
.
,
S:tat:emen:U;. 91.·
problem'• lruJ,'SJllUCh as thera
.

'

m

seems to be· soma: rela.tio1:msh1p betwee~ articulation ab111~J
'

and spelling: skill, although the degree ot rela!tionshlp

cannot be presentl,r stated -

it·. would seem that the:

pur.pose of this study is worthy of invest1gation.

If

spell1ng::and articulation are related, as the literature
indicates, an attempt to investigate the type of relation~
ship should have:value.

Is this relationship a general

one. stemming from articulatory deficiency and associated
I

1nhi1bition, or is it specifically,;related to some- aspect
.of the defect ?

In the: pnesent research an, attempt was

made: to determine whether- or no'tt the_r~ is-lationship betwea the mispron\ll!llciation

&1

or

spe-cif'ia re-

a sound and

the:- spelling· of' words containing that sound~.

Stated 1n

the::. form of the null h;vpotbesis, the . probleDl'.i was as
follows 1_, Children ·possessing. art10u1at1on errors

certain sounds
detective

SQ

.QB

D.2:i mdsspell words · eonta1n1ng· thesa:

soundM ~

- s1gn1f1ca.nt1v, greater freguenc;v

ill&n ~~words .!Jiu AU correctlr•

This hY,Pothuis-

states, 1n effect. that a child,iwho mispronounces certain words_would bava:- no more spelling erro:rs on those;
words than he would on the: words spoken eorrectlJt•

rhia

is, of course, contrary to the general tenor of tha literature, and its testing; 1n this research should either
corroborate or deny the. opinions expressed 1n the::11terature:· cited earlier.

lO

t>rgan1zat1o;r~

~ material.

The::.preparation of

material was com.plicated by the fact that most valid
articulation tests were useless as spelling tests because·
a child's recognition and pronunciation vocabulary:rwaa aa
Dllucb. larg~r ,than his writing "ocabulary.
I

Slmllarly, the

•

standardized
spelling_: tests were-not suitable because
.
.

.

they- did not presen~ an adequatg sample of the sounds to
b.e :tested.

Therefore, 1t was necessary to construct a

sep~ate li.st. of test words, described 1n the following·
pare.graph!., ·
Select&on or lat .!&l.i words.

The test words· were

chosen by consul 1ng ten second-grad• spellers, ona.:f1rstgrade_reader,. and several word lists· (see Appendix A) '•
'

The1words .were chosen 1n:· terms of the following criteria:
I

1. Each word must be 1n at la:ast two of the second-grade
spellers • . 2. They must be among: the first
!horndike:-' s· word list (

~

)•

·s,ooo

words of

This measure assureC,. a

choice of words ,that were commonly, employed and no~ merely
words of 11m1ted usage.

3"• lCach word must be 1n the? first_.

grade_: reader comm-o nlr used.

In th~s way, the words were

1n the second-grade spelling vocabul~ry, among words

commonly used, and were contained 1n the reading vocabu~
lary

or

the first grade'.

I

The three criteria of acceptance·

11

were followed DU three additional criteria ot· seleot1on,
which were: . 4. -Enough of' the~words must contain sounds
which are most frequentlY.T mispronounced to get a large~
enough sampling· f'or stat1st.1 cal treatment:,.

51• The: words

must. contam the f'requent'1.~ m1spr0l!ll.ounoed sounds· tn a1
variety or.· poe i t:1.ona'•

This wo.u ld provide a c:omplete·

sampling of'' each test sound 1n all positions. and enable
the:· investigator t:o determine whether sound position was
S3.

factor 1n misspelling and misartieulation·.

6. There must

bs eOJlle varianoe 1n word length~ 1n ~erme Of number o-r

letters and number of sounds·. • This would m~e: possible:
a c-heck on word length and phoneme number as a factor 1n
•

I

mis spelling and m1sart1culat1on•;.

The spelling and art1cu•

lation words &r8=presented 1n Table I.

This table details

the sources front whichl the: words wer, drawn.

lt will be

?llotieed that Oll'l~ one, word, scbool~ was not 1n the:: f'1rstgradEl': reader:.

Hbwever ,, 1.t was 1n tEml of' the second~grade·

spellers. consulted'•

Selection .9t .llll sounds;~ In , order to sat1sf'y
the: f'ourth criterion, that the test ~ords contain: so1mds
wh1oh are f'requentlYfm1spronounc~d~ three sounds were
selected, the .,1, _.,, and ~•
.

These,. according t ·o Oarre-11 's
-

.

research· ( 1, p• 2 8 2 ) ~ were· among the most commonl,.,- detec~
.

,

tive sounds. ·Also, these sotmds~ according tto Irw1n
( l ~, p, 7 7 ) ~ were: among_those which appear last

m the

12

TABIE I

WORDS USED FOR SPELLING AND

Words
used

*Word
Sources

. . . . .. . . . . . .
book . . ... . . . . . .. .
seven .. . .. . . . . . ..
sticks .. . . . . . . . . .
nest . . . . . . . .. . . . .

RTICUIATION TESTS

Words
used

1. apple

9-L

13. clean

2.

9-L

14. today

4-L

15. dinner

3.
4.

2-L

I

16. garden

5-L

17. father

6 . bird • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8-L

18, please

5.

.. .. . . .. ..

Word
Sources

. . . .. . . . . . ..

2-L

.. . . . .. .. . . . 5-L

. .. . . . . . ... 8-L

........... 2-L
.. . . . .. . . . 10-L

.. .. . . . . . .. 5-L

. . . . .. . . . . .. .
last . .. . ... . . . . . .
light . . . . . . . . . . .
sister . . . .. . .. . . .
little . . . . . . . . . ..
mother . . .. . . . . . . .

19. s ong

4-L

8. yellow • • • • • • • • • • • 4--L

20.

5•L

9. turkey

21.

7. school

10

.. . .. . . . . . . 4-L
10. robin .. .. . . . . .. . . 2-L

22 .

11. rabbit • • • • • • • • • • • 5-L

.23.

12 . rose

24.

.. . . . . .. . . . . . 4-L

.

2-L
7-L
8-L
8-L

* The Ar ab ic numerals stand f or the number of secondgrade spellers in which .t he words were found ; the "I.!'
denoting whether or not the word was 1n the Ia.idlaw
Reader. (.l5) i Spellers are listed 1n ppendix •

13
Poole (33,p-l61)

matur&t:1on ot a ch1ld 1 s art1culat1on.

-

.

~

and West ( lf-~, P· 5"'1) c:or.rsobora.ted Irw1n~'s t1nd1.ng; tor· the
~

three sounds, both authors st:atdng; that.

l

was mastered .b,-

tbe? average: child at abou'tt, s1x and one!'"bal.f' years, and Ji
and i= at: seven and on~ha.l.f' years. . P1nall:F, Ainsworth

(1, I'~76 )\ . s·t ated that each ot the t~ee 'sounds were amomg,
the ten most frequently.;- spoken, consonants.

,-

Ca-e other

sound, the:· la ( 8 ) ~ met t-hese:: crit.er1a but could not be·
,.

-

used because or other limitations.

The

,!Jl was detective

often enough., de-veloped late• and was common 1n a 11m1ted
range or words·.

.

However, its range of frequency ot' word

usage::waa so limited that it was possible to present. it

m too

few words meet.1ng· the· three 1nit1al cr.1ter1ar.
As bas been 1nd1oated, the test words were loaded

heavily; with .1..,

st1cks
i: as

l, an~

(' stzks ) ,,

bo.: -™

l as

.£._sounds s Ji as 1n
1n

11gh\ ( la~t ) ,,

seven (.sc.vim ) ,

lAi.t ( l~st

))~ ~ell.

(roz.· ) , rabbit; ( r .ar:.bxt )·• .Ali 'three a;unds

-

~

were trequentl~· dereetive, common in all pos1t1ons, and
appeared in words ru1rill1ngj the other three criteria~

ar1ter1on .2t soµnd ;plac·E111mtt. .

Tb&: r 1ttb. criter1on

was that the test. words would be selected in tems ot. the
crtterioni or so1md placement. within t,he: word.

In the, test

lists, the words were~ deliberate·l y chosen so that each ot
the.- three sounds, .1,

l,

i:, would occ'Ul!" in the initial and

final positions or twelve words.

This provided an internal

14
check to determine- whether or not: the pos1t1on of the: de;.
fec:tive sound had SJ.my· special influence
&f a word.

Olll

the spelling

In addit!.oni t.o the initial and f'1nal placement:

of test sounds, six words 1no.l .uded

.a, l,

or· z 1n the·

medial position.

!em length. cr1ter1opt. The. s ~xtb eri ter1on~, the.t
ot word lengthl. was that the test s9.unds woul.d be~presented
1n four-, f'1ve-, and six-letter words·. . 'fh1s prov.lded a1

check on word length as a factor 1n misspelling·.

If' all

words, for example, had been tour letters 1n length, theJ
could have~been so easy that m1sspe1;1ngs would not occur
to any extent..

If' all words had been of s1xi letters, tor

example,.__ there might have been many ~1sspell1ng_s attl!1b~
table to word length alone.

Either ~ondit1on would have

made it impossible to stat9; the degree to which a, defec;..
tive sound was affecting_ the spelling o:t' a word.

The?

method of' eeleot1ng· words of' dif'f'ere~t length enabled the
investigator . t ·o determine whether the, word length or the:
defective sound itself was the more important factor • .
In addition to this,, the inclusion ot words of' increasing
lengthi provided a range of' spelling d1f:t'1cult;w so that.
spelling·. errors would occur·.

The test words were also

selected so that the three sounds occurred 1n the tou.r-,
five-, and six-letter words.

This provided an equal

opportunity for each to be misspelled and misarticula.ted.
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Finall~~ two words were inc+uded that did not· con~
taiD: any A, l, or

~

sounds.

ThiB" wa, felt. to be wis

lest·.

som:a: severely handicapped child JD 1sp:oon.ounce all the wordsr;.
Spriestersbach. and Curtis (31:f, p,lf'll )) found that a · child
who misart1cula.ted certain
consonant
.
. sounds tended to
misarticulate them inconeietentl:w~

~e 1noonsistenc~

seemed to depend on the phonetdc context of the sounds
being tested:.
,

This 1mportant:. .f actor· demanded a i heavy but,
I

.

.

not complete loa·d 1ng·_ ot the test words with these d1ff1...

cult; sounds~

In the twenty~two words, therefor.e; test

sounds were presented a total of twenty-eight, t1me:s a0 as
to ach1eye: thf adequate testd.ng just, cited!.

l.t was telilta-

tively:- assumed that 1t twenty~two of .the twenty-:t'ouir words·
contained test sotmds, a sutf1o1ent: number of 1n&orrectly
pronounced words would occur. even 1:f' any g1ven · child child
d1d sayjr many of the words oorrectl:,-.

Thts would: permit a

comparison o:f' the words w1thl. respect:._ to spelling· errors.
As the f1nd1ngs of the research. will show, this d1.d ·occur

and a sutf1c1en1tnumber of both correetl17and incorrectly
pronounced words were foi.md.

Jwl j;Jlll words .llUS'• The words f'1nall;z' selected
for the t ·e sts met the nequirements o~ all six criteria
that have been. outlined a.ltd theret'ore could be used both
as a spelling test and as an articulation t-est·•

Fon- p~

poses of'" addea convenience, the twentp-four- words are.

l6
here:, presented 1ni the same order used 1n the art1culat1on
and spelling tests:
apple:,, book, seven, st1oka, nest~ b1rd~ sc~ool;
·yellow,, turkey., robin', rabbit·,. rose:, clean,.
t:oday ,, dinner, garden,. father~ please, last,
light:., sister, little, mother·.
· ThesEE .were the words which c-omprised both the spelling and
articulation tests used 1n the: study.
.

The same words
.

served to test both skills~ spelling· and pronurJlciat1ont•

.flelect1on

.Qt

b

subjects.

-~ :: subjects sele·c ted

for this study1 came from the public schools 1n or near the
c.i.ty of Kalamazoo, a total of elev& schools be1ng·. visited!.
Tfle"O sub·jects were all 1n:: speech therapy classes 1n the
public schools, were in the school grades two thro.ugh
five, inclusive, and had as their only speec~ defect the
presence of articulation or pronunciation errors.

Buch

problems as stutterers; the ha.rd of hearing, voice2 problems, brain injured cases, cleft palate:, etc., were- el1mi•
nated.

Except for one~ 1n~tance, it was necessary to visit

each school twice:, once to administer the articulation
test~, and again to administer the spelling· tests.

The

subjects were chosen for initial testing; by consulting,
the public school therapists and choosing children who
seemed to meett the cr1teria just mentioned.
these criteria, a total

or

Their· grade placemen~. was:
aecond grade.

Following:

forty children were: tested.
l. Twenty-fiva·cltlldren 1n th8l

2. Six: children

m

the: third grade group.
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3. F1ve:ch1ldren 1n the fourth grade and, 4. Four
children 1n the fifth grade group.

In treatment: ot the

data, the subjects were compared 1n two groups, which
were: Group I composed of the twenty-five second grade

children.

Group II, composed of the third-, fourth-,

and fifth~grade children, totaling fifteen children.
Henceforth, when speaking of grade placement,

11

Group . I 11

and "Group II11 will be used.

Sµpnn5ry.

The pre_v 1ous paragraphs outlined the

following problems I 1. Selection ot test, sounds • .
2. Selection of tes1twords.

3. Selection of subjects.

'

The te,s t sounds were Jl, l, and i=, chosen because they
were difficw.t sounds, frequently defective, and
frequent: 1n occurrence.

The words were chosen to b&::

used 1n both spellin& and articulation tests, and their
selection w~s governed so as to assure that the words
would be on the second-grade?level 'and be 1n common
usage.

Criteria of word length and sound placement

were also described.

Finally, the selection· ot subjects

was discussed, and the criteria of acceptance was
outlined.

The final test1ng. populat1on, Group I and

Group II~ totaled forty subjects.

The neX'b~ step was

to adminster the articulation and spelling tests.

,
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TEST.ING: PROCEDURE

Initial testing criterta.

At the time of the

1n1t1al testing, each child was observed to see if his
speech defect was articulatory 1n nature, and whether
there were any signs of mental deficiency or physical
disability that would el1m1nate h1m from the study.

The

ch1ldrens' records were checked with the speech correctionists, with the following acceptance criteria being

..

used: 1. Children with I. Q. 's below 80 were rejected
from the study.

2. No child with prononunced emotional

problems was included.
checked.

Also, age-grade level ratios were
.,

Each subject served as his own control.

Chil-

dren who were accepted under the foregoing criteria were
then given articulation tests.
Administration .Q!

~

articulation

tests.

Twelve

or the twenty-four words were presented orally and twel~e
by pictures 1n ad.In1nister1ng the tests.

The dual presen-

tationi by picture and by dictation for both artt1culat1on

and

spelling tests was done mainly b~cauee some disagree~

ment exists, according to Roe and M111sen (34, p , lf'I- ) ~as to •~ether or not verbally-presented articulation
tests have an 1m1tat1on factor 1n them, {1.e., the way
1n which the examiner says the word tends to el1m1nate
some of the usual errors 1n a child's pronuno1ation.)
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fempl1n ( 'fl., P· 2'1'1 ) stated~ on the? contrary,. that the prea
SeltCe or absenc&: ot pictures 1n articulat1on tests does
not-, matter,. and spcmtaneous speech production (having the
cbild name- a picture): and 1mitative speech production
(hav1n~· the child repeat aa word): testing produced the:: sam&
results 1n th8) study that was done on this problaml
I

is

"·There
I

.

no

•

.

ditferenc&; 1n measured articulation when a · sound is

I

tested 1D a word spon:taneousl,ruttered or 1n a word repeated atter the exam1ner

1. "

(, p. 300 )).

Hbwever. since this

~

disagreement:, did exist~ both methods of presentation wer~
t

used.

1'8.ble: II outline&' the:· equal d1vision of words pr&-

sented by picture and dictation,. with their ph:onetictranacrriptions.
Tb.a articulation tests: were: adm.1n:1st.e recl 1nd:1v1du•

all;w, each child having his responses anal.yt1callJJ re·cor,i,.
'

,

ded by:.· means of the phonetic alphabet.

A. sample of the

record cards will be found 1D F-1gure 1 on _page: 21.

Otte·

record card contained the twelve words: presented by pie.~

These were dupl1ca tea of the: Bt'yngelson-&.laspe,-

ture-s1•

studard speech cards (
-

'+

)•

'11a other card contained

,

the twelve words presented orall~ to the children.

In

every cas« all incorrect-.. responses were noted, and when
pronunciation errors occurred. the.: substitutions, omissions~
or d1st.ort1ona of sounds were recorded·.

Oni the back of'

the:· cards, each ch1ld. 1 s name, sex. school, age, and grade
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TAS.E II
WORDS PRESENTED BY PICTURE AND:' DlCTA'llONf

Picture

•Phonetic
Script

Dictation

Phonetic
Script

1. apple

mpl

13. clean

klin

2. book

buk

14. today

tede

3. seven

seven

15. dinner

dine-

4. sticks

st Iks

16. garden

gewd]f.

5. net

nest

17 • father

fa.5e-

6. bird

b3'd

18. please

pliz

7. school

skul

19. song

lrolJ

a.

yellow

j elo

20. la.et.

lrest

9. turkey

t:3',k I

21. light

lai1t

10. robin

rab n

22. sister

s1ste-

11. rabbit .

rreb1t

23. little

l1tlI

12. rose

roz

24. mother

rnA50'

* For

the source of the phonetic transcriptions, see

-

reference number 23

in the bibliography.
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FIGURE 1 ,
.

.
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were written.

Th1s was done pr1mar1ly for 1dent1f1cat1on

but age and grade were checked with the school

p11lrposes,

speech correctionists.

Th1s caution proved wise, since a

number of children put themselves 1n the wrong grade,
usually the one below, and tended to advance their ages.
Administration 21,.

~

spelling

tests.

Inasmuch as

the investigator had to record each response on the articulation tests, they were all administered individually.
However, . the spelling tests qdd not demand
this since their
;_
,.

'

papers served ~s the record.

Therefore, the spelling test

was administered . to varying numbers of children, no effort

.

)'

being made to control the number tested at one time except
to keep the group from being so large that it would offer
i

.

handicaps in time delays, misunderstood directions, oheatl

l

ing, or so much ~oise that it might distort the dictation
j

part ot the test.
'

J

The average number of children tested

I

. •

!

at one time was four, the highest number tested at one
time was six.

. .

l

.

Numbered papers, and sharpened pencils with

erasers were pr~vided for all the c~ildren.

The instruc-

tions
were given to them in the following manner:
,
"Here are some words I want you to spell. First
I 1'll show you pictures of words I want you to
spell; then I'll say some words ~to be. spelled.
Some words will be easy,_ and so~e hard; but try
to spell everything. If you don't know how to
spell a word - · try anyway. I'm inter.ested ,1n
how · you siell, so try every word, and do your
own work.
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The pictured spelling w~rds were administered by
merely showing the pictures to the children, one picture
at a time.

In no case did a child put a wrong word down,

or give any evidence of hav1ng difficulty 1n knowing, what
word a picture represented. thus 1ndicat1ng that the words
were not untamiliar to the subjects and that the directions
Following this, the dictation part ot

were understood.

the test was 1mmediatel~- given.

Each word was clearly

spoken~ used 1n a short, illustrative sentence~ and pro•
notmced again.

The sentences used may be found 1n Appen•

dix' B1, and the prontmciat1ons used were those given 1D the
phonetic script or Table II.

Each child was given ade•

quatEE time to f1n1sb each word before the next word was
presented.

Car&'?

was taken

110 be:, certain.

that each child

saw each picture or heard each word, and that each child
d1d his own work.
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RESULTS

Summarr .2.t

procedures.

In the investigation or the

problem of detective speech as it relates to language
skills,. an attempt was made to ascertam whether or not
there existed a particular relationship between articulation and spelling.

Speclricall~~ was there· a relatiOJ!t~

ship between a misarticulated word and the spelling ot
that word I,,

Therefore~ it was necessary to eonstruct

&~

word list that would serve to test both spelling and articulation skills.
§,

The words were heavilF. loaded with the_

1, and~ sounds~ and were selected under a criterion of

word length.

The art1culatioD and spell1ng tests wer~ ad-

m1nistered t~ the subjects, forty or which met the criteria previously outlined 1n the study.
Orga.n1zat1on 2.t ,:Ya raw SW•

The subjects' articu-

lation and spelling papers were analyzed and the raw ~ta
recorded for the total number and grade level.

The data

were then organized so as to pemi't. a number of comparisons of the data.

The comparisons were as follows&

l. The misspellings on words that were m1sart1culated as compared to the misspellings on words
that were correetl11pronounced. 2. The m1sartic•
ulat1ons that occurred on words presented by pie~
t .u re as compared to the misartioulations on words
presented by dictation. 3. A comparison of the
m:isspell1nge of four-, five-, and six-letter
words. 4. A comparison of misspellings on words
differing 1n phoneme number. 5. A compari~on
or the misart1culations and misspellings as related to the grade level or the subjects~

·.::-
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The primary concern was the comparison between the misspellings of correctlyr and incorrectly pronounced words.
To 1nsure accuracy, the raw scores on misspellings of incorrectly;- and correctly, pronounced words were translated ·
into percentile ranks.

Then the results were checked for

extrelle groups tha~ might be distorting the results.

This

analysis was done, resulting 1n the conclusion that there
were no extreme groups and that the data were representative.
Treatment .2t

~

~ . Appendix O presents the for-

mulae which.. were used 1n statistical treatment of the data.
When comparisons were made between two groups, the null
hypothesis was always used.

That ls, it was hypothesized

wo

that there was n2 slgnifioan~ difference between the

percentagee, and then .the t-ormulae were used 1n order to

aco,pt or reject the hypothesis.

The null hypothesis was .

used because 1t ls subject to fewer errors.

In acc~pt1ng

or reJecting the null hypothesis,. it was necessary to
know how reliable the acceptance or rejection was.

There-

fore, the five per cent level of confidence was used.
When a hypothesis ls accepted or rejected at the five per
cent level of confidence, it simply means that this accep•
tance or rejectioa will be valid 95 per cent of the time.
At t1m:es a better (i.e., lower) level of confidence will
be used, such as the three per cent level, meaning that the
results would be valid 97 per cent of the time.

2Q'

In order to translate simple percentages into
meaningful figures that could be accepted or rejected,
the z score formulae were used.

In this technique, all

raw percentages can be converted into z scora~equivalents
and then be placed in a range of z scores.

At the five

per cent level, 95 per cent of the z scores fall between
1.96 and -1.96.

Basically, the -formulae ta.ke the differ-

ence between two percentages and treat it so that it can
be placed on the range of z scores.

If it falls above

1.96 or below -1.96, it means there is a sig.n 1ficant
difference between the two proportions being compared.
If it falls between the two scores, it is insignificant
and the null hypothesis must be accepted, i.e., there is
no significant difference between the two proportions
being compared.

As was previously stated, this is done

at the rive per cent level of confidence.
Misspelling and misarticulation compared towspell1ng .sm,g correct articulation.

Out of the total of

960 words (40 x 24) presented, a total of 204 were m1s-

articulated, 108 being also misspelled.

A total of 756

words were correctly articulate&, with 334 also being
misspelled.

Out of the total of 442· misspel1ed words,

some 24 per cent were also misart10ulated, meaning 76
per cent were correctly articulated.

At first, the

difference between the two proportions seems very large:
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but a more mean i ngful comparison was gotten by4 comparing
the words within themselves.

That is, ,.13.

~ ~

.Q.!

ib§.

words misarticulateg. ~ ~- misspelled., while only .l!:!·
per cent of .~
misspelled.

words correstly articulated~ .al§.2
The difference of ntne per cent was large

enough to be measurable; but .:t,oo small tor us, on mere,
inspection, to say whether or not it was a significant
differ ence.

Therefore, it was necessary to test the -

significance of the difference between the two pcoportions.
The prop9rtions were compared at -the five per cent
level of confidence, using the formulae given in Appendix C and discussed in a previous paragraph.

The state-

ment of the comparison was put in terms of the null hypothesis that there was no difference between the two measures
tested.

As was stated previously, 95 per cent of the z

values lie between 1.96 and -l,96.

A difference between

two proportions is eignifican~ at the five per cent level
only if it is above l.96 or below -1.96.
U~ib& the formulae in Appendix C, a null hypothesis
that there was no difference between the two measures was
set up.

That is, the difference between the misspellings

on m1sarticulated words and misspellings on correctly
articulated words is not significant.

Formula I gives a

p score which 1s the relative frequency of misspellings
on the two samples combined.

In other words:
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p-=

+

X1.

.....g_,s_+_____N__o_f__m
___i...,s...,sp_,e_.l._l......,1ng.....,..s_ .::
= _......_N__...o_,f......,m__1_..s__s....p__e__l __l __1n
Misarticulations + Correct articulations

Xa.

-n.1.- + -n:a-. .

108 +
204 +

3gg=

=

~3 : .

Formula II was used to

.46.

obta1n the Mean and Standard Deviation.

Since these formulae

result in a measurement of scores above or below the Mean,
the Mean 1s automatically set at Q 1f the null hYPothesis
is being used.

Therefore, the formula was:
M

v,

J._ lj.

~If(. 00 6 ~

_

1

;:

=

0

V.0016, 1/-~~

• 0 'I-I~

l

It will be rememoered that the d1ff.erenee between the two
I,

percentages , was nine per cent.

To get the z score equiva-

lent, the Mean was subtracted from the difference.
M = O, the result was still nlne per cent.

Since

This result was

divided by the Standard Deviation as outlined 1n Formula IV:
z ::;

d

-

M =

S.D.

.09 - O
.0412

=

.09

.0412

-= 2 .160 l = 2 .16 •

In Appendix D, there is presented the per cents of sco,r es

that lie above and below the Mean at certain standard
deviations.

Us1ng this table, l.96 standard deviations

above the· Mean contain .4750 (47 per cent) of the scores.
There, -l.96 standard deviations below the Mean also contain
.4750 (47 per cent) of the scores.

Added together

(.4750 + .4750), a result of .95 or 95 per cent is obtained.
Thls means that 95 times out of 100 the same results will
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probably be found aga in if another identical investigation
is carried out.

Conversely, only five per cent of the

time would the same results not be found.
the five per cent level of confidence.

This is called

In statistical

treatment, any confidence level higher than five per cent
is generally considered .as being too variable for definite
'

conclusions to be drawn.

In testing the two proportions of misspellings
(when correctly or incorrectly pronounced) under a null
hypothesis, a z score equivalent of 2.16 was obtained.
Since this is above l.96, it means that there was a
significant difference between the two proportions at a
better than five per cent level of confidence . Consulting
Appendix D, 2.16 was equal to .4846 + .4846 which gave a
percentage of .9692 or 97 per cent.

Tb.1s shows that the

differences are statistically sign1f1c'ant at the three
per cent level of confidence · (100 - 97

~

3).

This

figure thus indicates s1gn1t1cantly more . misspellings
on misarticulated words than on correctly pronounced ·
words.

It is therefore possible to reject the null

hypothesis thati . Children possessing articulation errors
.Qn

certain sounds do not misspell words containing these

sounds with significantly greater frequency !h.sm .:!&il
misspell words they say correctly .
is not true.

'fhis null hypothesis
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TABIE III
ASPECTS OF MISSPELLING AND MISARTICULA.TIOH
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Comparisons of picture and dictation words.

The

picture and dictation methods of presentation were used
because there existed some disagreement over whether or not
an imitative (dictated) articulation test affected a child's
pronunciation of test words.

Of the 204 words miaarticu-

lated, 91 were those presented by picture and 113 were
dictated.

This raw difference seemed large, so the figures

were translated in terms of misarticulations of the total
words.

That is, 91 of 480 w~rds presented by picture were

misarticulated, and 113 of 480 words presented by dictation
were misarticulated.

Thie gave percentages of .19 and .2~

respectively, yielding a 41fference of five per cent.
Using the formulae given in Appendix C, a z score value of
1.89 was obtained.

This value of 1.89 was just under the

upper limits for the five per cent level of confidence (1.96).
There is even less chance of significance when it is noted
that the dictation words (2~ per cent misarticulated) presented 15 test sounds while the picture words (19 per cent
misarticulated) presented 13 test sounds, or two less.
only articulation errors were on the~,
not on any word as a whole.

l,

The

and~ sounds, - and

The investigator's pronunciation

of the test words was rehearsed after the words had been
phonetically transcribed from a standard phonetic dictionary.
This corollary to the thesis, then, s~ows no significant
difference between the misarticulations on words presented
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by picture and by dictation.

This factor then cannot be

regarded as important in the precipitation of articulation
errors on the test words.

However, it was found that, in

an analysis of the misspellings, there was a significant
difference between the two methods of presentation.
Significantly more misspellings occurred on picture words.
Type of presentation is a factor in misspelling, the fewest
misspellings occurring on dictated words.
Word length and misspelling.

The criterion of word

length was described earlier, under which there were twelve
. six-letter words, six five-letter words, and six- four-letter
words.

Comparisons were made to estimate the importance

of word length in misspelling.

The first comparison was

made between six-, and five-letter words.

The six-letter

words were misspelled 244 times for a percentage of .51,
. and the five-letter words were misspelled 114 ~imes for a
percentage of .48.

The question was whether or not the

difference between the two percentages, three per dent,
was significant.

Following the formulae outlined 1n

Appendix C, and demonstrated in a previous paragraph, the
difference of three per cent was translated into its z
score equivalent.

The result was .24 which, by .Appendix D,

yielded a confidence level or 81 per cent, meaning that
there was definitely no significant difference between
the misspellings on six-, and five-letter words·.
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• Peroentage:a··. were.-- tound bf d1vr1d1ng th• total B (480,
21fo, and 24o respec-t1'Viel;w) ' 1nrtio the· total error ll' tor
eaa:h tactor measured. E·.g., 244 d1v1ded by 480 gives &1.
f1gl.U'9; ot 51~ o:tt alx~letter words misspelled!.

I ••
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The second comparison wae between misspelling
on five-, and four-letter words.

The five-letter words

had 114 misspell1nge, or 48 per cent·.

The four-letter

words were mteepelled 84 times for a percentage of .35.
The question was -whether or not the difference.-• between the
two percentages, 13 per cent, was s1gn1fica.nt.

Translating

the difference of 13 per cent into its z score equivalent,
a result of 3.04 was obtained.

In Appendix D, 3.04 is

,

equal to .4988 + .4988 or .9976.

This gives what is

nearly a zero level of confidence, meaning the the dif.f er~
ence between the misspellings on five-, and four-letterwords is very highly significant:..
The third comparison was between misspellings on ·
six-, and four-letter words.

Since there was no signifi-

cant: difference between six-, and five-letter words, and
.

there was a sign1f1ca.nt difference between five-, and
four-letter words

-

we would expect to find a. signif1ca.nt

difference between six-, and four-letter words.

The z

score equivalent for the difference (16 per cent) between
the two proportions was 3.51.

This gave an even better

confidence level than the previous one.

In summary, the

following facts may be stated& 1. Significantly more mis~
spellings did not occur on six-letter words when compared to
five-letter words.

2. Significantly more misspellings oc-

curred on six-letter words as compared to four-letter words.
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This significance would hold true over 99 per cent ot
the time.

✓

'

3. Significantly more misspellings occurred on

five-letter words ·as compared to four-letter words.

This

significance would hold true about 99 per cent of the time.
Although the difference between six-, and five-letter
words was not statistically s1gn1f1cant, there wa~ a
slight tendency for more six-letter words to be misspelled.
Phoneme number .Wl9: misspelling.

The words 1n the

·'

tests could also be classified 1n terms of the number of

phonemes in each word.

This classification was as follows:

1. Six words contained five phonemes.

contained four phonemes.
phonemes.

2. Twelve words

3. Six words contained three

In the comparison of five-, and four-phoneme

words, 148 misspellings occurred on the former, and 206
misspellings on the latter.

In terms of percentages, 62

per cent of the five-phoneme words were misspelled as
compared to 43 per cent of the four-phoneme words.

This

yielded a difference of 19 per cent between the two proportions, which was treated te obtain its z score equiva~
lent • . The equivalent obtained for 19 per cent was 4.80,

which was not only better than the five per cent level of
confidence~ but was also batter than the one per cent level
of confidence.

We can conclude therefore, that signifi-

cantly more five-phoneme words were misspelled as compared to four-phoneme words.

TABlE. Y!
-

COMPARISON$ Ilf TERMS' OF PHONIC' IENG.ffi
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7
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Percentages were found by d1v1d1ng ~he ~o\ ~l N (240,
480, and 240 respectively) into the total error lf tor
each f'actor measured . ~~g. ,. 148 divided b:, 240 g1v,es
a f1gur&i of 62% ot five-phoneme words m.1sspelled.
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Tb.a sec:ond comparison was betweellli

phoneme words~

t ·o ur-, and t-hree~

There· wera:206 Dl11sspell1ngs on the· total

ot 480 four-phoneme words~ and 88 mils spellings on the:
t'.o ta-i ot 240 thre•phonem.e words•.. The percentages wer&>
· 43 per cent:, and ?O per cen~. respect1velYJ, yieldings. d1f:f'e•

or· six

rence

per cent~

This d1fterence yiglded m z. score

equ1V:alent-, of 1.52, which ls b·e low the five .. per cent, level
of l.96.

a Appendix

D. 1.52 equals·.

ai.

13 per cent-, level

of confidence, m&an111lg that: there: was no s1gm;if1ean-t. d1tt•
erence between the misspellings c;,n four-,. and three-phoneme
words.
The third compar1son1 made was between five-, and
,

I

t:hree-phoneme- words.

The· f ive-phonEDe words had 148 m.1s•
·"

epell1ngs :f' Ott' a percentage o:r· ;.62 ~ and the thre&-phoneme·
1

words had .88 miespell1ngs f'or-a1 percentag&J of ·.37.
t

The

difference, 25 per cent, was tmdoubt·edl;y,- s1~if'1cant·.; but
Ut too was given

ai.

z score: analy~ie ot· varian:ce'.' The r&-

sult1ng~ z score:: equ1valenttwatt- 5.43, which was no~ only
better thanr"the:- :t1~-e · per cent: level ot. confidence but. was
also better than ...the one per cent.: level.
-

} -:.,

\

lb summary, the:.t _o llow1ng statements may be made:
1. S1gn1tioantl7i· m~re misspellings occurred on five-phoneme words as compared to :f'o~phoneme -words.

The con:f1•

dence level was so high tba•, if' this study were repeated,
-

I

the same. difference would b.e round over 99 per cenrt. ot the
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time?.

2. There· was i:io s1gn1f'1cant: d1tf'erence between the

nr1sspell1ngs on f'otm-phoneme and thre&-ph-c>neme words,.

lif'

th1s 1dent1cal study were. done 100 times., there would b.e:a~ s1gn1t1c8llt✓ difference onlr: Sr· per cent of the time:.
Th1s 1s t ·o o low to be- a1gn1f'ican"t'.

Y• S1gn1f1cantl:, more

m1sspell1ngs occurred on five-phoneme words as compared
'

to three-phoneme:-words.

If this identical study were· done

100 times, thera would be a . s1gn:if1cant.. difference over-

99 p@tr cent. of the time.
Aspects .2:l. school aoh1evment.

Earlier 1n the stua.:w,

the; subjects were: d1VJ1ded 1ntto Group I and Group II·.
Br1efl:,, Group :t contained 25 second-grade students, and
Group II ~nta1ned 15 third-, f'.ourth•, and t1.fth•gradEt
students.

The f1r~t comparison was OD the misspellings

and misarticulat1ons of the two groups.

o.r

the 128 words

misart1culated by Group I., 75' were also misspelled; wh1le

GrDup II misspelled
33 of the- 75words it m1sart1culated.
.
~he respective percentages wer&~59 and ·.43.

The d1tf&-

rence of l~per· cent y1e-1ded a z scone of· 2.21.

ID Appen~

d1x D, 2.21 was equal to .4864 + .486-4 -== '•9728 or 97 per cent!.
Therefore:>, at the thrf;te per cent: level ot confidence,_
Group I m1sart1culated and misspelled s1gn1f1cantl:,mor&:
worda: than did Group II.

The students 1n the lower grade

m1a-spelled more· words t:h&D did th~ students 1n tha upper
grades 1rt· thi83 study.
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The second comparison was made 1n terms of' m·ls~
ticula.t1ons:. by-· the two gro·u ps.

G.roup 1- m.1sartlculated

128 out of 600 words~ and Group II m1sa.rt1culated 76 ou~
of 360 words. Each group m1sart1cula.ted 23 per cent:, or
1ta:words.

The ~1fference between the two group5 was zero.

P.ormu~ NI, t ·o get the f 1nal z score 1s a z ~ ' d •
-

a this comparison, 1t would be 1
ot: course~ is impossible.

~ 0
S.D.

z =- Q

M

•

S.D.

t

1

This,

Therefo~ 1n this study-~ thereo

was no significant difference between Group I and Group II
1ni number

ot words m1sart1oulated.

1fu.e subjects, or courae,

were.:• deliberatel:,r selected because the;w· had articulation
defects, but the conclusion shows that they were a=s· sever&_l;zrhandicapped 1n articulation a~ the y-ounger second-grade
group of children·.
lt was found .that Group I misspelled s1gn1f1oantly
mone of the m1sarticulated words thani did Group Il.

'l!he

third compartsom was between misepell1mgs, irrespective of'
m1sart1culat1on, by the two groups.

Group Emisspelled

322 out of 600 words, or 54 per cent.

Group II misspelled

120 out of 360 words, or 3Yper cent:.

'llhe difference

between the two groups was 21 per cent.

When translated

into its z score equivalent, this difference of 21 per cent
yielded a result of 6.36.
two-tenths of one per cent.

This gives a confidence level of
Therefore, the differenca

between the two groups is highly sign1f'1cant·.

4o

In summarYJ> the following:, statements can be made I
l. Group I and Group II were::ao~ s1gn1f1cantlYJ _d 1fferen~
1n their number of m1sart1culat1onsr.

2. Group I m·1ss.p elle:d '-

s1gn1f1cantl;r-more words than d1.d Group II.

3·. Group :l

misspelled sigll11f1cantl;wmore m1sart1culated words than
d1d Group II.
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Restatement of or1entat1on.

The prel1m1nary section

of this study, by reference to the literature, sought to
determine wh,ther or not there existed a general relationship between speech a.nd other language skills.

Specifi-

cally, 1t sought to determine whether or not there was a
relationship between spelling ability and art1cul'ation.
The i~tenature· tBnded to reveal the following beliefs:
l. There seems to be some relat1onsh1p between articulation
ab111ty and spelling.

2. The type or degree of the

relationship is unknown.

These factors inv1ted an

investigation following a null hypothesis formulation
that there was no relationship between the misspelling
of words that have been misarticulated.. Restatement .Qt organization.

The study was done

using a spell1ng and articulat&on test of twenty-four
words, both tests using the same words, which were
administered to forty school children in grades two to
five.

To test the effect of misarticulation on spelling,

three test sounds, the~, 1, and~, were chosen to be
presented 1n the words.

Additional factors of type of

presentation, word length, phoneme number, and school
ach1evment were investigated.

In the following para-

graphs, the results of the study are briefly summarized.
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Aspects of misspelling and misarticulat1on. Of the
words misarticulated, 53 per cent were also misspelled,
while only 44 per cent of the words correctly pronounced
were also misspelled.

It was found, at the three per cent

level of confidence, that significantly more misspellings
occurred on words that had been misarticulated.

Th1s

made possible the rejection of the nuln hypothesis:
. Children possessing articulation

errors

.Qll

certatn

sourtds do not misspell words containing these sounds
with significantly greater frequency than~ misspell
words~ say correctly.
I

Comparisons QI.. picture and dictation

words . In

the

articulation test, twelve words were presented by picture
and twelve words were dictated.

This was done because

of disagreement as to the effect of a dictated test
upon articulation.

An analysis of the data showed that

24 per cent of the dictation words were misarticulated,
and 19 per cent of the picture words were misarticulated.
There was no significant difference between misarticulations
on picture and dictation words.
Word length .sU1Q; misspelling.

The 24 test words were

divided into twelve six-letter words, six five-letter words,
and six four-letter words.

The following results were

obtained after analysis of the data:

l. There was a tendency
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but.,not. a s1gD1f1cant one, for more. m1sspell1ngs to occur
on s1xMletter words than on f1ve--letter words.

2. S1gn1w

f1cantl;wmore m1espell1ngs occurred on five-letter words
as compared to four-letter words, at a better than one
per cent level of confidence.

3. Sign1f1cant1Tmore mis•

spellings occurred on six-letter words as compared to
four-letter words, at a better than on~ per cent level of
confidence.
Ph~neine length .m19: misspelling.

The 24 test words

were divided into six five-phoneme:- words·,, twelve folll'-t

phoneme words, and s 1x three-phonem.e words.

The f ollow1ng

results were· obtained after an anal.ysis of the dataa
1.

ta better than one per cent level of confidence,

eignificantly· more _m1sspell1ngs occurred on five•~honeme
words as compared to fo~phoneme words.

2. There w~

a

tendency, but z:,.ot a sign•1f1cant obe, form.o re misspellings.
t:o occur on four-phoneme words as compared t·o three-phoneme

y. At a-1 better 'tha.D one per cent level ot' confi.-

words.

dence, significantly more misspellings occurred on five•
phoneme words as compared to three-phoneme• words.
School ach1evment.

'Db~

subjects were divided 1nto

Group I (25 second•grade children) and into Group II
.

'

(15 third~. fourth-. and fifth-grade children). All of
tha· comparisons were made:- on the-basis· of that division.
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Analys1s of the data:.• produced the follow1ng· result.a I

1. Group I and Group II each m1sarticulated 23 per cent

of the test words, y;ield1ng no difference between the. two
groups.

2. At a better than one per cent level of. confia

dence, Group I misspelled a1gnif1cantlY,imore words than
did Group II.

3. At a three per cent level of confidence,

Group I m.1sspelled s1gn1f1cantly· more of the m1sart1culated
words than d1d Group II.
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OONC LUS1:0NS-

Tihe· relationship between _misspelling·s and m.isa.rt1c•
lat1ons.

This study showed that significantlyrmore mis•

articulated words had misspellings than occurred on correctly pronounced words•

Previous references to tha- 11te-

rature tended to indicate that many factors could affect
spelling.

Ioutt1t (27, e,284) stated that intelligence,

visual defects, speech defects, auditory memory span,
auditory defects, motor defects, memory. habit interference,
.

emotional factors, and sensory defects could all contribute
t:o poor· spelling.

At times it has been pointed out that

speech defectB rap1dlT decrease with an increase 1n grade
level (a8,p,eo).

This has been th~ught. by,· some to mean

•

that speech correction 1n the early grades may not ba
needed but .should be reserved for the later grades.

H':ow~

ever, two fact<II!"a make · early,, speech correction important&
1. This studT showed a sign,1f1cant relationship between
m·1sspell1ng and m1sart1culat1on:.

2. The literature has

shown that speech correct1orr can improve school ach.1 evment.
Therefore, since the spelling process can be hindered by·
defective speech, speech correction is__ seen as an 1mportan~ factor in a1d1ng the acquisition of spelling skill.
The literature also shows a~relat1onsh1p between speech
a.md reading· problems.

Ir, and this 1s a verr tentative

hypothesis, there 1s a certain degree of direct or close
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rBlat1onsh1p between spelling and art1oulatlon
sam.e may also hold true for reading.

•

the

'he acqu1s1t1on of

reading skill also begins in the early· grades,. a.nd could
eonceivablJr b·e a1ded by speech correction 1n those· grades.
The results of th1s study tend to show that there
exists a real relationeh1p between art1culat1on problems
and spelling difficulty.

Thie relationship was not found

to be a po1nt•toapo1n1t one; that 1s, every word m1sarticu•
lated was not also misspelled.

For example, onlF one ~h1ld

1n the test population misspelled 1n exactll" the same man~

ner 1n which he m1sarticulated hls words, a.nd thls wa~
done onl;w- twic:e out of his five m1sarticulated-mlsspelled
words·.

:Et was not the purpose or this study t-o attempt

to ascerta,1.n the reason or cause for the relationship between m1sarticulatlon and misspelling, but merely, to de•
term1ne that one existed.

However, certain factors pre-

clpitatlng· both pronunciation and spelling errors seem
worthyr of future investigation.
memory span.

These ares

1 • .ludit.o ry

2. Phonic confusion; that ls, ~he disorgani-

zation 1n the perception of the phonemic order {sequence
of sounds) of a word resulting from the presence of a defective sound.

This could have a corresponding disruptive

effect on the alphabetical organization of the word neces•
sary 1n correct. spelling.

3. Confusion due

a ttelllt ion paid to the defective sound.

Ui) CDVsr-

4. !motional upset
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and 1nh1bit1on about certain words containing defective
sounds.

5. Defect1ve· auditory discr1minat1on of words

containing defective sowids.

Any one or any combination

of these factors m:ight· serve as the reason for our :finding
that a sign·ificant relationship exists between misarticu•
lation and misspelling.
other 1mplications ,2t

~

study.

One of the sub~

s1diary findings of this research concerned the effect

or

the type of sti.mulus presentat1on on m.isarticulation and
misspelling. picture and dictation methods.

Analysis of

the dat·a showed no significant differenc·e between the two
so far as misarticulat1on.s were concerned.

Hbwever, at

the· three per cent. level of conf1dence, sig?T1ficantly;more misspellings occurred on picture words.

When the

words were dictated, no difference 1n articulation was
found; but when they were dictated for spelling, signifi•
cantl;w fewer _words were misspelled.

One possible explaw

nation IItight be that, in articulation testing, the chilM
dren pay more attention to the whole word and need fewer
, phonetic cues or st1m:~l1.

In spelling, they are intent

on a letter-by-letter (serial) reproduction of the word,
and every phonetic cue 1s valuable.

Spelling~ entails

emphasis of serial association, whereas reading and speak.;.
1ng · require s1multan1eous association of the whole word,

(1?., ,. '2.13).

Picture words give no phonetic cues 1n the
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spelling· tests.

Therefore, the method of presentation

can be expected t-o significantlyj affect, the result:s or
spelling: tests, even though they have little effect on
the pronunciation of test, words in the process of articu•
lat1on testing.
Certain other factors were also found to affect
the number of m:1sspell1ngs a.nd misart1culat1ons.

As could

have been expected,, school achievmen1t influenced spelling;
that is~ as the grade level increased, the spelling errors
decreased.,

However, this study· found no d1fferenc.es 1n

the percentages of articulation errors with an increase 1n
grade level.

The decreasing number of cases with articu,;..

lat1on errors asrees with Lima (26,p,803 ) who stated that
articulation errors are found mainl;w 1n the first a.nd
second grades, a.nd with I.outtit. (2.8, p.

ftJ ) •

The latter

also stated that there is a definite decrease in speech
defects with an increase in grade. with the major portion
of the drop being 1n articulation problems·.
Word lengtb. 1n term:a or number of phonemes and num~
ber of letters was also found to be a factor .

In each

'
case, the number of
misspellings increased with an increase

1n letters o!' phonemes,. although the misspelling incidence

rose more sharply for

a.ft

increase in phonemes.

Thie is

probably true. because some eix•letter words are fiv.e phonemes 1n length, and some were four phonemes 1n length,
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which could lead to greater difficulties for children who
so often spell -by "sounding· the word out."
word with five phonemes (sister

A six-letter

'

- 5rst~ ) would offer

more opporttmities for phonetic cues and "sounding· out"
.

-

than would a six-letter word with four phonemes {turkey
tl'\<X )·.

~

The same could apply,- to words of five•, and four,;,o
,

letters.

There is also the factor that. the mor-~ the pho•

nemes and/or letters, the greater the opportunity for poor
auditory memory span. poor ph~nic organization, and confusing phonetic contexts.
These· latter conclusions, though subordinate in
this study , to the major problem of discovering·· whether or
not: m:isart1culat1~lll was an important factor in misspelling·,
may lead to important findings concerning the basic causes
of spelling and reading disabil1ties.
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APPENDmR

.

.

mom TlDit »I~ATED SPELLIN.<E- WORDS::
get- .,.- tac.a: elem . . . . . . . . • . elem

SEN.TENCEB: USED

1. l! us~ soap, to

2 • He 1s- leav1.ms; :tted§J' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • toda;v:

3'• :;D: ea.t dinner every night:, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • dinner
41. . ::t gr.ow f'lowers- 1n· 'IJt'1i gardg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • garden

5. My ta.ther 1s a. big man • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

rather

6. Ma7

pleaae

7.

He

I

pleasw have:

some p1e ••••. , •.•..••••

w~s the 1ui one 1n line •••• -~• • • • • • • • •

8. He turned out the l1shV- •··~····~·······••
9. She 1s my sister ••...•.••..•...••.•.•.•••
I

r.

~

ltgh\
e1ste,r

10. · She played a. song on the piano •••••••••••

rn

11. A puppYf 1s a 1 litt-le dog· • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

11ttlr

12.:.Mf.· mother 1s very nice: • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • mother
Following 1s aa sample: of' how a. word would be e:Qllpletel:w :presented by d1c:ta.t1011t1
word Dumber 9. (pa.use))

sister .."

slater

"All r1gh-t.

••••• She· 1s my

Here 1Et-

slater • • .. •

·:\

APPENDIX C

'* FOHMUIM

USED

m

TaElTME?m OF'

THE_

DA~-

JI.. FomuJ.a:i. :ror· obta1n1ng the: estimated proportion ot the:

two sample-a.a:

p

=

Jm. Formula· fo:r:r :f1nd1ng· tha: Mean and Standard Dev1at1on t,o
use 1n testing the: Dull hypothes1££ that there:-. 1s no
d1:t'fereno83J)a.t.ween the1 proportions ot the two eample:s-1

M ;:: 0

(+ +-/)
17 ;J-

I:II. z T.alue:s: at the .05 (5%) : lev&'l of s 1gn1f1cance I:

95~ ot the: ;.$ values ~an Abe expected to 11&' between
~l.96: and l.9tt:. Theret'o:n,- th~ null hypo1thes1a: can
b.e reJecte4 at· a-.. level or s ·igl!l1f1cano.e , or. . '•05 1f the
z valu&; oalcula ted on the bas 1s ot tb~ . samp_l& . ;a
etther less than -1.965 on, greater than 1.96.:.. _~J~

r.JT•. Formula for.: :t1nd1ng- the: z:: V!8.lue. cr.orresponding t-o · the

observed d1:t'terence be~ween the . two proport1on~I

z
4tc

=

J

-

·

m

s. D.

Y.reUl!lld• J.E • • Modern Elementar;w ·s tat1st1cs., N.ew York;
Pren~1ce•Hall, Inc., 1952. PP• 200-215.
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APPENDJX D
.
.
o:nn-aI C.urTEt Areas

.01

'e02

1

.04

.o6

.09

1

o.o .

·.0000

.0040

·.0080

·. 0160

.0239

.0369

0.2

.0793

.0832

.0871

.0848

-. 1026

.1141

o.a

.2881

·.2910

·.2939

.2995

.3051

-.3133

1.2

·.3849

.3869

·.3888

.3925

.3962

·.4015

1.5

.4332

-.4345

.4357

1

.4382

.4406

·~4441

i.8
F,.

.4641

.4649

.4656

,.4671

.4686

1

1.9

·.4713

.4719

1

•4726

.4738

.4756

.4767

2.1

1

.4821

·.4826

'.4830

.4838

1

.4846

·.4857

2 .2

.4861

·.4864

·.4868

'•4875

1

.4881

.4890

2.3

,.4987

.4987

·.4987

1

.4988

1

.4989

-.4990

~

1

~4706

m> f'1nd a level of conf1dence,,, take' the:: z score-;
(which 1s actuall:,r the number of standard . dev1a~1ons fran
the Mean). and. look 11:t up as follows. For 1.96. look up
l.9 1n the: z colunm~ and themi S.P across the- table: utlltll
~o~ reach .06. This g1.ves the:: percentage? c:o vered bJ l.~
standard (l.ev1ationa·• ov- •;.4756t. ari- addine; '•4756 10 ·.4756 .!"OU get the: percentage:~ covered by l.96 standard deviations
above: and b.e low tha: Kea, which equals; 95 per cen • Subit.ra:ct: 95 per cent-, from: 100 per cent:, leav.1.ns: f 1ve- per cent-.
~1s 1s ypur level of conf 1dence·•

